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Normal Distribution of the Breaker Closing Time Using the Multiple-Run 
Component 

Written for PSCAD v4.5 and v4.6. 

1. General description of the example 

The multiple-run component is developed to perform parametric studies in power system. Through selection of 
appropriate parameter and input settings, the user can adjust the number of simulations that will be executed 
(number of simulation runs). The output variable signals from this component can be used as input signals to other 
components. 

Figure 1 shows the multiple-run component available in the Master library. 

 

Figure 1: Multiple-run component in the Master library 
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2. Example Description 

Before describing the multiple-run component, the simulation example is described first to understand the 
purpose of the settings for the component in the next section. 

As shown in Figure 2, this example illustrates a simple point on wave (POW) study for a transformer energization. 
This will demonstrate the capabilities of the multiple-run component to discover the worst case scenario 
(maximum inrush current) when the closing time (BRK1) of the breaker changes from one run to another. 

 

Figure 2: The Multiple-run component is used to change the closing time of the breaker to obtain the POW where the maximun 
inrush current occurs 

At the end of this demonstration, we will discover on which point-on-wave the maximum inrush current occurs. 

Similar application examples for the multiple-run component are as follows: 

 Changing the point on wave (POW) of a fault inception, in order to find the worst overvoltage and/or 
peak fault current. 

 Modifying the gains of a controller, in order to find the best response following a disturbance. 

 Stepping through a range of RLC or system parameters to determine an optimum. 

 Changing the type and location of faults, as well as the POW, in order to find worst case voltage and 
current transients. 

 POW switching of a transmission line or cable, in order to determine the worst case transient 
overvoltage levels at different locations on the line. 

 

3. Multiple-run Component Settings 

As shown inFigure 2, the multiple-run component has variables (V1 and V2), recording channels (Ch. 1 and Ch. 2) 
and an enabling signal (Meas-Enab) that are discussed as follows: 

1. V1 and V2:  Variables steered by the component. 

The variables can be used as inputs to only variable-type parameters on any other component. Depending on the 
requirements, the user can select up to six variables (V1 to V6). However, only one of the variables can be changed 
between two successive simulation runs. 
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Figure 3: Settings for Variables in the multiple-run component 

Variation Type: 

Variables can be set for the multiple-run component in the following ways: 

 Sequential: The variable value between successive runs will be incremented by a fixed value. The user 
will define the first (start) and last (end) values, and the increment. 

Example: If the output required is 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 ... 1.2 for successive runs, the input data required is: 

o Start of range = 0.1 

o End of range = 1.2 

o Increment = 0.1 

 Random-Flat:  The variable X will be modified randomly over the specified range. 

Example: If 250 output values over the range 0.0 to 1 is required for successive runs, the input data 
required is: 

o Number of runs for this variable = 1000 

o Start of range = 0.0 

o End of range = 1.0 
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 List:  The variable X will be modified according to the list provided. The maximum number of output 
values that can be assigned with this selection is 10. 

Example: If values 5, 6 and 10 are the required outputs for successive runs, the input data required is: 

o Number of runs for this variable (1-10) = 3 

o X1 = 5.0 

o X2 = 6.0 

o X3 = 10.0 

 Random-Normal:  The variable X will be modified using a normal distribution (using the # of standard 
deviations defined in the parameter section) over the range specified. 

Example: If 1000 output values over the range 0.5 to 0.516 is required for successive runs, the input data 
required is: 

o Number of runs for this variable = 1000 

o Start of range = 0.500 

o End of range = 0.516 

As shown in Figure 4, in this example, the energization time (EngTime) is selected as the variables of the 
component. Energization time (EngTime) is selected as Random-Normal for variable type and real for data type. 
This variable changes for 1000 times randomly in between 0.5 and 0.516 sec (one cycle). 

The closing time will be a normal-random distribution. 
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Figure 4: Settings for the multiple-run component to change the closing time of the breaker between 0.5 and 0.516 sec 
(randomly for 1000 times) 

2. Ch. 1 and Ch. 2:  Input signals to be recorded. These signals are recorded to an output file. 

The multiple-run component includes facilities to record results from each simulation run. Up to six channel inputs 
(Ch. 1 to Ch. 6) are available to record signals. If more are required, the user may include the Multiple-Run 
Additional Recording component in the project. Each channel will record a single value per simulation run, based 
on the input to that channel over the recorded duration. The criteria for determining the recorded value for each 
channel is selected by the user. The selection can be based on one of the following criteria. 

 Minimum value of the input over the recording period. 

 Maximum value of the input over the recording period. 

 Maximum absolute value (|x|) of the input over the recording period. 

 Integral of X squared (ISE). 

The recorded values (Ch. 1 to Ch. 6) can be saved in a multiple-run output file, along with the output signals 
corresponding to that run. The output file name must be specified in the corresponding parameter input field of 
the component. 

For example, Figure 5 shows that the Number of channels to Record for Each Run is 2. The recorded channels (Ch. 
1 and Ch. 2) are saved in the output file named “R1.out”. 
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The optimal run is identified base on channel #1. In other words, this channel is specified as the channel for 
determining the optimum run. The optimum selection can be based on minimum (Min) or maximum (Max) criteria. 
In this example, it is selected based on maximum. The selected channel will be observed for each run, and the run 
which is determined as the optimum will be repeated after all runs are completed. 

 

Figure 5: Recording data in the multiple-run component; the channel 1 which is maximum inrush current is selected as the 
criteria for the optimum run 

Figure 6 shows the settings for the channels (Ch. 1 and Ch. 2). These channels connect to external signals such as: 

 Maximum inrush current (I_Max) 

 rms voltage (V_rms) at the terminal of transformer 
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The channels can be recorded only for one certain principle (None, Minimum, Maximum, integral square error 
(ISE)) during each run. In this example, Maximum (|X|) and Minimum (X) criteria are used for Channel 1 and 
Channel 2 respectively. 

  

Figure 6: Recording chanels in the multiple-run component. 

 Meas-Enab: Used to enable (set to 1) or disable (set to 0) the channel recording. Recording will be active 
only when the input to this variable is 1. As shown in Figure 7, Meas-Enab is set to 1 between the lower 
input limit and upper input limit. The lower input limit is defined by the energization time (EngTime). 
The upper input limit is selected by the external signal equal to 1 sec. 

 The Maximum (|X|) and Minimum (X) for the recorded channels are calculated right after energization 
until when the simulation time passes the upper input limit.  In this example, the upper input limit is 
selected equal to 1 sec. If the auto-processing of the channel was selected as “None”, the channels 
would be recorded only at time equal to 1 sec. 
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Figure 7: Meas-Enab signal is controlled externally to make sure the channels are recorded after transformer energization and 
before 1 sec 

Simulation results 

The multiple-run component runs the simulation for 1000 times and at each time it energizes the transformer at a 
random point on wave. The inrush current and terminal voltage of the transformer are saved in the file at the end 
of each run.  When the 1000 simulations are completed the component calculates the optimum run and reruns the 
simulation for that run to generate the results. The output file (R1.out) is available in the folder created by PDCAD.  
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Figure 8 shows selected runs out of 1000 runs for the normal-random energization time with recoding channels 
values. 

 

Figure 8: Selected simulation results for the 1000 randomly-generated energization time. The maximum inrush current and rms 
voltage are recorded for each run 

Figure 9 shows the optimum run i.e. # 470 which is obtained based on the results obtained from 1000 runs and re-
runs the simulation for run # 470. 

 

Figure 9: The multiple-run component selects Run#470 as the optimum run because the inrush current is maximum 

Figure 10 shows the statistical summary of the recorded channels. Based on the normal distribution, the mean is 
calculated using the following formula: 

 

The standard deviation is calculated using the following formula: 

 

where N is the number of samples (x) which is 1000 in this example. 
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Once the mean and standard deviation are known, then the cumulative probability for 2% and 98% levels can be 
calculated as following formula:  

 

 

Figure 10: Statistical summery of the recorded channels 

Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the probability density functions for channel 1 (I_Max) and channel 2 (V_rms) 
respectively.  

 

Figure 11: The probability density functions for channel 1 (I_Max) 
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Figure 12: Probability density functions for channel 2 (V_rms) 

 

Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the graphs for the probability density functions for channel 1 (I_Max) respectively. 

 

Figure 13: The probability function for recorded channel 1 (I_Max) 
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Figure 14:Cumulative probabality function for recorded channel 1 (I_Max) 

NOTE 
While the data given by the multiple-run component can be useful to determine 2% and 98% 
levels for system events, some due diligence is still necessary. As shown in the figures above, the 
probability distribution of this particular energization event is not in fact ‘Normal’. This example 
was selected to show that even with a ‘Normal’ input for energization time, it is not guarenteed 
that the measured data will be ‘Normal’. The calculation of the 2% and 98% levels are based on 
the assumption that the data fits the shape of a ‘Normal’ distribution. 
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Appendix A: Recording Output Channel Component to a file 

The Output Channel component for recording of output quantities can be used to save the complete time 
waveform (as shown in Figure 15) for each run (which can lead to a large number of output files). 

 

Figure 15: Alternative method to save the signals in the simulation to a file 
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